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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016083105A1] The invention relates to a saddle tree system for a riding or carrying saddle, wherein each of the individual heel regions
left and right of the spine consist of a plurality of, preferably three to ten, flat thin shell-like and inherently rigid heel segments (1), which are arranged
one after the other in the longitudinal direction on each side and are slightly separated or slightly overlap in the longitudinal direction, and each of
which is adapted to the shape of the back carrying region covered thereby, and each of the adjacent adjacent heel segments on the left and right
of the spine is connected to an inherently rigid bridge, wherein said heel segment bridge (2), which also provides the spine freedom, rests in an
articulated manner (16) with the ends thereof approximately in the centre of the surface of the heel segments or is rigidly connected (5) to the heel
segments, and together with said heel segments forms a saddle tree segment (3). According to the invention, the saddle tree system is able to
adjust to a shape of a horse back without impairing the optimum distribution of the weight to be carried.
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